Utilizing K-Means Clustering to Understanding Audience Interest in SEO-Optimized Media Content
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Abstract—This study observes k-means clustering for segmenting SEO data to understand audience interests, identifying the elbow method as crucial for determining the optimal number of clusters. It highlights notable differences in content engagement across clusters, emphasizing the need for refined SEO strategies and a deeper understanding of audience segmentation. Based on the purification algorithm, we obtained a random sample of 327 entries for traffic queries and a random selection of 100 entries for the landing pages. Then, we got four maximum clusters from the elbow method, which is divided by K-mean clustering into four characteristics. Cluster 1 (red) shows low engagement, suggesting an interest in niche content. Cluster 2 (Green) demonstrates a discrepancy between clicks and impressions, indicating highly relevant content to its audience. Cluster 3 (Blue) is marked by significant interest, as evidenced by solid impressions, but lacks corresponding engagement through clicks, suggesting a passive interest. Finally, Cluster 4 (Yellow) exhibits high clicks and impressions, signifying content with broad appeal and popularity among the audience. We concluded from the results of K-Mean clustering that this methodology provides a strong foundation for enhancing content strategies despite challenges like SEO’s dynamic nature and data reliance. Future research suggestions include cross-platform data integration, longitudinal studies, sentiment analysis, content experimentation, user experience (UX) focus, and monitoring algorithm updates to develop more adaptive content and SEO strategies aligned with changing audience behaviors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tourism significantly contributes to a country's foreign exchange earnings. However, the global spread of COVID-19 severely restricted international and domestic travel, impacting these revenues. Consequently, this led to a significant stagnation in monetary circulation within affected countries—a notable example of this phenomenon was Sri Lanka in early 2022 [1].

In 2023, countries such as Indonesia began to emerge from the economic downturn wrought by the global pandemic. The Indonesian government's decision to repeal the PPKM (Implementation of Community Activity Restrictions) was pivotal in this recovery, significantly stimulating the tourism industry. This policy change allowed people to travel freely [2]. The resurgence was evident in the revival of public events, such as music concerts and cosplay gatherings. These events marked a return to pre-pandemic normalcy and played a vital role in revitalizing the nation’s cultural landscape and economic health.

The revitalization of public gatherings has also profoundly affected the media, with the MICE (Meeting, Incentive, Conference, and Exhibition) sector. This impact extends beyond mere coverage, fostering a symbiotic relationship that promotes the events industry and media engagement. Therefore, for media online such as Media Have Fun (MHF), the resurgence of public events presents both a challenge and an opportunity to mend and enhance relationships with the events industry, which had languished during the protracted quietude of the COVID-19 era. This period necessitates a strategic realignment towards disseminating information about cultural events and the contributions of small and medium enterprises (SMEs), recapturing its audience's interest by publishing compelling articles.

To enhance viewership metrics, MHF strategically promotes tourist promote tourist destinations, highlights local culture, and spotlights SMEs renowned for their unique souvenirs and innovative products. Consequently, a thorough analysis of historical article trends on the mediahavefun.com website is imperative to ascertain the types of content that resonate most with their audience. This approach enables MHF to tailor its future publications to align with reader interests, thereby supporting the broader objective of cultural promotion. MHF needs to readjust its publications due to the vacuum in publishing articles during the pandemic, which may result in changes in reader interest patterns that make it necessary to carry out strategic planning. Neglecting to adapt content strategies in the post-pandemic era could result in significant declines in audience engagement and advertising revenue, slowing local economic recovery supported by tourism and cultural events [3]. To resolve the issue, we categorized data to streamline the analysis, encompassing article content data and audience interaction. These data sets are derived from SEO [4]-[7] analytics within the website, facilitating a comprehensive understanding of user engagement and content effectiveness.

To construct the categorization of data, we employ the k-means clustering algorithm. This method systematically groups data based on similarities in article content and audience interactions, enabling a data-driven approach to content strategy optimization. Through this analytical process, we discern the specific types of articles that captivate readers' attention. Applying k-means clustering provides a nuanced understanding of reader preferences and identification of content themes and styles that significantly influence engagement levels. Analyzing these patterns can tailor MHF's content to align with audience interests, optimizing reader engagement and satisfaction.
Our decision to utilize the k-means clustering algorithm was firmly grounded in the previous literature that underscored the algorithm's broad applicability and effectiveness in diverse research domains. [8] demonstrated its utility in customer segmentation within SMEs, enabling more targeted marketing strategies. Studies [9] in the educational field have also shown k-means' capability to segment students based on academic performance and study habits, providing valuable insights for educational strategy optimization. Furthermore, the algorithm has been employed in credit portfolio management for SMEs, illustrating its effectiveness in risk mitigation and business expansion efforts [10]. The classification of universities based on various attributes further highlights k-means' adaptability to academic evaluation. Additional studies, such as the analysis of COVID-19 spread within districts and the global ranking of universities, emphasize the algorithm's versatility in handling public health data and international educational standards [11]. These varied implementations across sectors reinforce the suitability of k-means for our research, which aims to categorize content and audience interaction data efficiently and uncover patterns that elucidate reader preferences and content engagement trends. Consequently, by employing k-means clustering to observe MHF effectivity, the analytical approach is anticipated to increase understanding of post-pandemic audience content preferences and provide strategic recommendations for online media as a tool that promotes tourism and SMEs.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

2.1 Research Stages

In the study, we retrieve "data-export Search Console Trafik and Queri.csv" and "data-export halaman landing.csv" from MHF's SEO toolkit to explore audience interests. The features collected from both datasets provide a comprehensive overview of user interaction and content performance on the platform. These metrics, including organic clicks and impressions from Google Search, click-through rates, average positions in search results, user engagement sessions, conversion rates, and ad revenue, offer detailed insights into how users find and interact with content. Additionally, landing page-specific data such as session counts, user engagement, new users, average interaction time per session, conversions, and total revenue further enhance our understanding of content effectiveness and audience behavior. Analyzing these datasets allowed us to track how visitors found MHF's website and what captured their attention. Furthermore, we carry out the following analysis steps for K-means Clustering in Figure 1:

Flowchart of Data Analysis Process
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Figure 1. Research Stages using the K-Means Clustering Method

2.1.1 Data Collection and Purification

Gathering data from "data-export Search Console Trafik and Queri.csv" alongside "data-export halaman landing.csv" involved cleansing the dataset to eliminate any anomalies or irrelevant entries, ensuring a clean dataset for analysis. The following algorithm cleans the data and selects representative data samples for further analysis:

```python
import pandas as pd

# Load the datasets
```
df_traffic_queries = pd.read_csv('/mnt/data/data-export Search Console Trafik and Queri.csv')
df_landing_pages = pd.read_csv('/mnt/data/data-export halaman landing.csv')

# Display the first few rows of the datasets to understand their structure
df_traffic_queries.head(), df_landing_pages.head()

Based on the defined algorithm, through the "data-export Search Console Trafik and Queri.csv," a random sample of 327 entries was obtained. Similarly, for the "data-export halaman landing.csv" dataset, a random selection of 100 entries was made.

2.1.2 Preliminary Data Exploration

Conduct an exploratory data analysis to decipher patterns and distributions within the data, such as the frequency of queries and the popularity of specific landing pages:

# Data cleaning: remove inconsistent instances or missing values
df_traffic_queries_clean = df_traffic_queries.dropna().reset_index(drop=True)
df_landing_pages_clean = df_landing_pages.dropna().reset_index(drop=True)

# Determine a representative sample size if the data is too large
# For demonstration purposes, we will use a random sample of 10% of the data if the number of rows is > 1000
sample_frac = 0.1 if len(df_traffic_queries_clean) > 1000 else 1
df_traffic_queries_sample = df_traffic_queries_clean.sample(frac=sample_frac, random_state=42)

sample_frac_lp = 0.1 if len(df_landing_pages_clean) > 1000 else 1
df_landing_pages_sample = df_landing_pages_clean.sample(frac=sample_frac_lp, random_state=42)

# Displays sample information to be used for analysis
(df_traffic_queries_sample.info(), df_landing_pages_sample.info())

2.1.3 K-Means Clustering Application

Employed the K-Means clustering algorithm [13], [14] to categorize the data into groups based on search query similarities and landing page interactions. We retrieved the Elbow Method to ascertain the most appropriate number of clusters, which algorithms as follows:

from sklearn.cluster import KMeans
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np

# Retrive the 'Google Search Organic Clicks' and 'Google Search Organic Impressions' features for clustering
# This approach sheds light on audience engagement patterns, revealing how effectively different content attracts and retains viewers based solely on organic search performance.
features = df_traffic_queries_sample[['Google Search Organic Clicks', 'Google Search Organic Impressions']].values

# The Elbow Method is utilized to determine the optimal number of clusters
wcss = []
for i in range(1, 11):
    kmeans = KMeans(n_clusters=i, init='k-means++', max_iter=300, n_init=10, random_state=0)
    kmeans.fit(features)
    wcss.append(kmeans.inertia_)

# Elbow Method Visualization
plt.figure(figsize=(10, 5))
plt.plot(range(1, 11), wcss)
plt.title('Elbow Method')
plt.xlabel('Number of clusters')
plt.ylabel('WCSS') # within cluster sum of squares
plt.show()

The Elbow Method determines the optimal number of clusters by plotting the within-cluster sum of squares (WCSS) against the number of clusters. By identifying where the WCSS decreases more slowly, resembling an "elbow," we can select the most appropriate number of clusters for the k-means algorithm [14]-[19]. This method is crucial for balancing detail with generalization in clustering, ensuring neither overfitting nor oversimplification. Subsequently, the
elbow values were used to determine the number of K-Mean clusters, which we explain in the Result and Discussion section.

### 2.1.4 Analysis and Interpretation of Clusters

We undertake a detailed cluster analysis to reveal distinct characteristics and preferences of each audience segment, inferred from their search behaviors and landing page visits.

### 3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

After completing the Data Collection and Purification and Preliminary Data Exploration, we determined the number of clusters using the elbow method. This method effectively identifies the optimal number of clusters by analyzing the rate of decrease in the within-cluster sum of squares (WCSS) as the number of clusters increases. The "elbow" point—where further increases in clusters result in only minimal reductions in WCSS—signals the most suitable number of clusters. The Elbow Visualization is as follows in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, the Elbow Method visualization indicates the change in the Total Within-Cluster Sum of Squares (WCSS) with varying numbers of clusters. The plot presents an "elbow" formation around 3 or 4 clusters, suggesting this possibility is the optimal number of clusters. This finding implies that additional clusters do not significantly decrease the variance but construct 3 or 4 clusters sufficient to represent the data adequately.

Furthermore, we applied the K-Means Clustering with the number of clusters chosen based on observations from the Elbow Method. Following the specified K-Means algorithm, we selected four as the optimal number of clusters for this observation.

```python
# K-Means Clustering with 4 clusters
kmeans_optimal = KMeans(n_clusters=4, init='k-means++', max_iter=300, n_init=10, random_state=0)
y_kmeans = kmeans_optimal.fit_predict(features)

# The Result K-Means Clustering Visualization
plt.figure(figsize=(10, 5))
colors = ['red', 'green', 'blue', 'yellow']
for i in range(4):
    plt.scatter(features[y_kmeans == i, 0], features[y_kmeans == i, 1], s = 100, c = colors[i], label = f'Cluster {i+1}"

plt.scatter(kmeans_optimal.cluster_centers_[:, 0], kmeans_optimal.cluster_centers_[:, 1], s = 300, c = 'purple', label = 'Centroids')
plt.title('Clusters of Audience Interest')
plt.xlabel('Organic Clicks from Google Search')
plt.ylabel('Organic Impressions from Google Search')
plt.legend()
plt.show()
```

Afterward, we visualized the clustering results and analyzed the content that attracts readers based on these clusters presented in Figure 3.
Based on Figure 3, the audience is divided into four clusters based on organic clicks and impressions from Google Search, each with distinct characteristics:

a. Cluster 1 (Red): The cluster presented low engagement in clicks and impressions, indicating a selective interest in less exposed content.

b. Cluster 2 (Green): Audiences have a higher click rate than impressions, suggesting they found the content highly relevant.

c. Cluster 3 (Blue): Characterized by deep impressions but relatively low clicks, indicating interest that does not fully motivate engagement.

d. Cluster 4 (Yellow): This represents the segment with very high clicks and impressions, indicating popular and widely appealing content.

3.1 Discussion

Based on the clustering analysis in Figure 3, it is evident that content genres captivating readers vary significantly across different interaction levels. Specifically, Cluster 2 content, such as feature keywords or topics highly relevant to a niche audience, leads to significant conversion rates per impression. Conversely, Cluster 3 content may benefit from further SEO or optimization to boost click-through rates. Several points that underline:

a. Well-Optimized Content: Cluster 4’s high clicks and impressions indicate topics or keywords with broad appeal. Maintaining and applying effective SEO strategies for such content is crucial.

b. High-Potential Content: Cluster 2’s content, yielding high clicks from fewer impressions, suggests specific keywords or topics hold significant relevance for the target audience.

c. Content Optimization: Content in Cluster 3 necessitates SEO evaluation and optimization to enhance engagement, possibly through keyword research, content quality improvement, or engaging formats.

d. Audience Understanding: This clustering aids in comprehending various audience segments and their differing preferences, which is valuable for crafting more targeted content to boost overall engagement.

This analysis underscores the importance of leveraging data and clustering analysis in refining content and SEO strategies. Online media can develop more effective strategies to enhance engagement and achieve business objectives by understanding content that resonates with audiences. Interestingly, Media Have Fun’s attention is on Cluster 1, where audiences engage with non-tourism-related content, such as history or myths, which SEO often overlooks. Cluster 1’s correlation is depicted in Figure 4.

![Figure 3. K-Means Clustering for Audience Interest](image-url)
Based on Figure 4, While impressions and total events have increased, indicating greater reach, the average engagement time and the number of sessions have decreased sharply. We conclude that although more people see the content, they spend less time with it and engage less frequently. It could be due to many factors, including the audience not finding the article they are looking for or the article the reader is looking for not being recommended by SEO. This insight suggests a regular posting and SEO optimization strategy to enhance visibility and engagement.

Applying k-means clustering to discern audience interests in SEO-optimized content reveals limitations, especially within the SEO context, such as data dependency, SEO variability, interpretation challenges, external factor impacts, and multi-platform SEO considerations. K-Means Clustering can still identify distinct audience interest groups, laying a foundation for informed content and SEO strategies. However, recognizing its limitations and considering additional analytical techniques or complementary data is crucial for a holistic understanding of reader interests. Adapting to interest dynamics over time and adopting a flexible, adaptive approach to content analysis and strategy may further succeed in analyzing and meeting reader interests.

4. CONCLUSION

This study validates the utility of k-means clustering for SEO data segmentation to understand audience interests, pinpointing the elbow method as key for identifying the optimal cluster number. It uncovers notable differences in content engagement across clusters, underscoring the importance of refining SEO strategies and deepening audience segmentation insights, such as MHF’s case that the audience could not find the article they were looking for or the article the reader was looking for, not being recommended by SEO. Despite challenges like SEO’s evolving nature and data reliance, this approach establishes a robust basis for improving content strategies. Recommendations for future research include embracing cross-platform data, conducting longitudinal studies, incorporating sentiment analysis, experimenting with content, focusing on UX (User Experience), and tracking algorithm updates, all aimed at crafting more responsive content and SEO strategies to align with changing audience preferences.
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